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Poisson-Lie groupoids and the contraction procedure
Kenny De Commer˚
Abstract
On the level of Lie algebras, the contraction procedure is a method to create a new
Lie algebra from a given Lie algebra by rescaling generators and letting the scaling
parameter tend to zero. One of the most well-known examples is the contraction
from sup2q to ep2q, the Lie algebra of upper-triangular matrices with zero trace
and purely imaginary diagonal. In this paper, we will consider an extension of this
contraction by taking also into consideration the natural bialgebra structures on
these Lie algebras. This will give a bundle of central extensions of the above Lie
algebras with a Lie bialgebroid structure having transversal component. We consider
as well the dual Lie bialgebroid, which is in a sense easier to understand, and whose
integration can be explicitly presented.
Introduction
The contraction procedure allows one to see a fixed Lie group as living in a bundle of
Lie groups having a non-trivial, degenerate limit at some boundary point. The most
well-known example is the contraction of SUp2q to Ep2q, the group of upper-triangular
matrices with determinant one and unimodular diagonal, by means of the intermediary
groups
SUp2qy “ t
ˆ
a b
´yb¯ a¯
˙
| |a|2 ` y|b|2 “ 1u Ď SLp2,Cq.
See for example [8, Chapter 10] for a general discussion on the contraction procedure.
The contraction method also works well on the level of quantum groups, see [12] for
the contraction of quantum SUp2q to quantum Ep2q. However, something remarkable
happens in the quantum case: instead of a limit, one can also take a direct ‘jump’ from
SUp2q to Ep2q by means of the reflection procedure [4]. On the level of the associated
quantized universal enveloping algebras, this is explained by the fact that not only can
one deform Uqpsup2qq to Uqpep2qq by a limit of Hopf algebras Uqpsup2qqy , but this family
can even be extended to a two-parameter family of algebras Uqpsup2qqx,y which now
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no longer have an internal comultiplication, but a compatible three-parameter family
of ‘external ’ comultiplications turning the family into a cogroupoid [2]. Informally, the
dual of Uqpsup2qq0,y is then the object allowing one to ‘jump’ from SUqp2q to Eqp2q.
The goal of this article is to describe a semi-classical analogue of this observation.
Namely, motivated by the fact that Uqpsup2qq is a deformation of the function algebra on
the Poisson-Lie dual B of SUp2q, we show that B can be endowed with a two-parameter
family of Poisson structures which are Poisson bitorsors. Globally, this turns the trivial
product groupoid RˆBˆR into a Poisson groupoid. The associated infinitesimal object
is then a Lie bialgebroid over R. Taking the dual Lie bialgebroid then gives, rather
surprisingly, a bundle of four-dimensional Lie algebras forming a central extension of
the bundle contracting sup2q to ep2q. Moreover, the integrated Poisson groupoid is then
a bundle of 4-dimensional Lie groups but with a transversal Poisson structure. The
difficulty to give a full description of this integrated Poisson groupoid reflects in a way
the subtle analytic behaviour appearing in the quantum context [4].
The article is structured as follows. In a first section, we give some preliminaries on
the contraction procedure and on Lie bialgebras. In the second section, we describe the
Lie bialgebroid associated to the two-parameter family of Poisson structures on B, as
well as the dual Lie bialgebroid which, as an algebroid, is bundle of 4-dimensional Lie
algebras. In the third section, we then consider the integrated Poisson groupoids of these
Lie bialgebroids.
1 Dual pairs of Lie bialgebras
Consider the real Lie algebra sup2q, generated by three elements J1, J2, J3 such that,
taking indices mod 3,
rJi, Ji`1s “ 2Ji`2.
When considering matrix realisations, we will use the identification
J1 “
ˆ
i 0
0 ´i
˙
, J2 “
ˆ
0 1
´1 0
˙
, J3 “
ˆ
0 i
i 0
˙
.
Recall now the notion of a Lie bialgebra, for which we will take [6] as our main reference.
We will use here the natural extension of the Lie bracket on g to a Gerstenhaber algebra
structure on Λ g, so that for example
ra, b^ cs “ ra, bs ^ c` b^ ra, cs.
We will also identify Λnpgq Ď gbn by the map
a1 ^ . . .^ an ÞÑ
ÿ
σPSn
p´1qσaσp1q b . . . b aσpnq.
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Definition 1.1. A Lie bialgebra consists of a Lie algebra g together with a linear map
δ : gÑ Λ2 g,
called the cobracket, satisfying the cocycle identity
δpra, bsq “ rδpaq, bs ` ra, δpbqs, @a, b P g,
and the coJacobi identity
Altpδ b idqδpaq “ 0, @a P g,
where Altpa0 b a1 b a2q “
ř
2
k“0 ak b ak`1 b ak`2, the indices treated cyclically.
For example, it is easy to check that sup2q becomes a bialgebra by the cobracket
δpJ1q “ 0, δpJ2q “ J1 ^ J2, δpJ3q “ J1 ^ J3.
which we will call the standard Lie bialgebra structure.
A finite-dimensional Lie bialgebra pg, δq has a canonical dual Lie bialgebra, obtained by
endowing g˚ with the bracket
rω, θspaq “ pω b θqδpaq,
and the cobracket
δ˚pωqpa b bq “ ωpra, bsq.
For g “ sup2q, let tJˆiu be the canonical dual basis to tJiu. Then the Lie bialgebra
structure on sup2q˚ is easily computed to be determined by
rJˆ1, Jˆ2s “ Jˆ2, rJˆ1, Jˆ3s “ Jˆ3, rJˆ2, Jˆ3s “ 0,
with dual cobracket
δˆpJˆiq “ 2Jˆi`1 ^ Jˆi`2.
This means that sup2q˚ is isomorphic to b “ R˙C, which can be identified with lowertri-
angular complex matrices with zero trace and real diagonal, by means of the identification
2Jˆ1 “
ˆ´1 0
0 1
˙
, 2Jˆ2 “
ˆ
0 0
i 0
˙
, 2Jˆ3 “
ˆ
0 0
1 0
˙
. (1.1)
We can deform the above situation with an extra parameter y P R. Namely, consider
sup2, yq, which is the Lie bialgebra defined in exactly the same way as sup2q, except that,
when writing the generators as J
pyq
i , the commutation relation between J
pyq
2
and J
pyq
3
now becomes
rJ pyq
2
, J
pyq
3
s “ 2yJ pyq
1
.
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This means that for y ą 0, we get an isomorphic bialgebra copy of sup2q, while for y ă 0,
we get an isomorphic copy of sup1, 1q. For y “ 0, we rather get the Lie bialgebra ep2q
whose underlying real Lie algebra is – iR˙C, and which can be realized as uppertri-
angular complex matrices with zero trace and purely imaginary diagonal. In general,
these deformed real Lie algebras can be realized as Lie subalgebras of slp2,Cq by the
identifications
J
pyq
1
“
ˆ
i 0
0 ´i
˙
, J
pyq
2
“
ˆ
0 1
´y 0
˙
, J
pyq
3
“
ˆ
0 i
iy 0
˙
.
In this case, performing the dual construction gives for each y the same Lie algebra b,
but the cobracket now has
δˆpJˆ1pyqq “ 2yJˆ pyq2 ^ Jˆ pyq3 .
One can see the above one-parameter family of Lie bialgebras as a field of Lie bialgebras,
which ‘contract’ as y Ñ 0, see [1]. In the following section, we will go one step further
and extend this field to a bigger Lie bialgebroid.
2 A contraction Lie bialgebroid
Our main reference for Lie (bi)algebroids and Poisson and Lie groupoids will be [9].
We first recall the notion of Lie algebroid.
Definition 2.1. A Lie algebroid over a smooth manifold O consists of a vector bundle
A over O together with a vector bundle map ρ : A Ñ TO, called the anchor map, and
a Lie algebra structure r ¨ , ¨ s on ΓpAq, the space of sections of A, s.t. rX, ¨ sA satisfy
Leibniz rule w.r.t. ρpXq for each X P ΓpAq,
rX, fY s “ f rX,Y s ` ρpXqpfqY, Y P ΓpAq, f P C8pOq.
For example, any Lie algebra is a Lie algebroid over the one-point set. Also, the tangent
vector bundle of a manifold becomes a Lie algebroid in a natural way. Finally, one can
take direct sums of Lie algebroids.
In the following, we will be interested in the direct sum Lie algebroid
BR “ b‘T R
over R, with anchor map pρ : pa, tq ÞÑ t. However, we want to deform the cobracket ‘in
the direction of R’. For this, we will need the following notion of Lie bialgebroid.
Definition 2.2 ([9], Remark 3.14). A Lie bialgebroid consists of a Lie algebroid pA,O, ρq
such that also the dual bundle pA˚,Oq carries a Lie algebroid structure whose anchor
map we denote ρ˚, and such that, writing x ¨ , ¨ y for the C8pOq-valued pairing between
ΓpΛAq and ΓpΛA˚q,
δ : ΓpAq Ñ ΓpΛ2pAqq, xδpXq, ξ ^ ηy “ 1
2
pxX, rξ, ηsy ´ ρ˚pξqpxX, ηyq ` ρ˚pηqpxX, ξyqq
(2.1)
satisfies the cocycle condition
δprX,Y sq “ rδpXq, Y s ` rX, δpY qs.
In the last equation, we use again the natural extension of r ¨ , ¨ s to a Gerstenhaber
algebra structure on ΓpΛAq. Note that, by definition,
δpfXq “ fδpXq ` δpfq ^X,
where δpfq “ ρ˚pdfq for ρ˚ dual to ρ˚. In fact, δ can be extended to a degree one
derivation of ΓpΛAq (for its ordinary exterior algebra structure). There is a natural
duality for Lie bialgebroids, simply by interchanging pA,O, ρq and pA˚,O, ρ˚q.
To put a Lie bialgebroid structure onBR, we will introduce directly the dual Lie algebroid
structure. In fact, the dual will simply be a field of four-dimensional Lie algebras, which
we introduce in the next lemma.
Lemma 2.3. For y P R, let supyq
ext
p2q be a four-dimensional vector space generated by
basis elements tJ pyq
0
, J
pyq
1
, J
pyq
2
, J
pyq
3
u. We define on supyq
ext
p2q a bracket r ¨ , ¨ s defined as
rJ pyq
1
, J
pyq
2
s “ 2J pyq
3
, rJ pyq
2
, J
pyq
3
s “ 2yJ pyq
1
` 2J0, rJ pyq3 , J pyq1 s “ 2J pyq2 ,
and J0 central. Then su
pyq
ext
p2q is a four-dimensional Lie algebra.
Proof. It is trivial to check that, for y ‰ 0, we have an isomorphism of supyq
ext
p2q with the
direct sum Lie algebra sup2, yq ‘ R. Hence supyq
ext
p2q is a Lie algebra. By continuity, also
su
p0q
ext
p2q is a Lie algebra.
Let now AR be the trivial vector bundle over R with fiber su
pyq
ext
p2q at y. Then AR forms
a bundle of Lie algebras, and hence a Lie algebroid with respect to the trivial anchor
map. Moreover, we can naturally pair AR with BR by making the constant sections
Ji : y ÞÑ J pyqi
dual to the following sections of BR,
Jˆi “ pJˆi, 0q for i P t1, 2, 3u, Jˆ0 “ p0, 2 BBy q.
Proposition 2.4. The above pairing of Lie algebroids make AR and BR into (dual) Lie
bialgebroids.
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Proof. Write Y P C8pRq for the identity function y ÞÑ y. Consider the following elements
in ΓpΛ2 BRq:pδpJˆ2q “ 2Jˆ3 ^ Jˆ1, pδpJˆ3q “ 2Jˆ1 ^ Jˆ2, pδpJˆ1q “ 2Y Jˆ2 ^ Jˆ3, pδpJˆ0q “ 2Y Jˆ2 ^ Jˆ3. (2.2)
We can extend this to a linear map
pδ : ΓpBRq Ñ ΓpΛ2 BRq, fX ÞÑ fpδX, f P C8pOq,X P tJˆiu.
We further define pδpfq “ 0 for f P C8pOq, and extend pδ to a degree one derivation of
the exterior algebra ΓpΛBRq.
We want to show that pδ turns BR into a Lie bialgebroid. By [9, Definition 3.12], our
goal is to check that pδ2 “ 0 and
pδpfgq “ gpδpfq ` fpδpgq, (2.3)pδpfXq “ pδpfq ^X ` fpδX, (2.4)pδprX,Y sq “ rpδX, Y s ` rX, pδY s. (2.5)
Now it is easy to see that it is sufficient to check these relations forX,Y in the generating
set tJˆiu (and arbitrary functions), as long as we also check the identitypδprX, gsq “ rpδX, gs ` rX, pδgs (2.6)
on this set.
The identities (2.3) and (2.4) hold by definition. For (2.6), we have by definition that
rX, gs “ pρpXqpgq, and as δˆ is zero on functions, we have to prove rpδX, gs “ 0 for X in
the generating set. This follows immediately from the fact that the elements of (2.2) do
not contain Jˆ0 (and the anchor map is zero on tJˆ1, Jˆ2, Jˆ3u).
It remains to verify pδ2 “ 0 and (2.5). For the latter, we observe that, as pδ is C8pOq-
linear, the cocycle relation for brackets between tJˆ1, Jˆ2u and tJˆ1, Jˆ3u follow from those
for the bialgebras b. Finally, as tJˆ1, Jˆ2, Jˆ3u commute with Jˆ0, it remains to verify that
the right hand side of (2.5) is zero for X P tJˆ1, Jˆ2, Jˆ3u and Y “ Jˆ0. This boils down to
proving
rJˆ2, Jˆ2 ^ Jˆ3s “ 0, rJˆ3, Jˆ2 ^ Jˆ3s “ 0, rY Jˆ2 ^ Jˆ3, Jˆ0s ` rJˆ1, Jˆ2 ^ Jˆ3s “ 0.
The first identities are immediate since Jˆ2 and Jˆ3 commute in b. For the third identity,
we compute
rY Jˆ2 ^ Jˆ3, Jˆ0s ` rJˆ1, Jˆ2 ^ Jˆ3s
“ rY Jˆ2, Jˆ0s ^ Jˆ3 ` rJˆ1, Jˆ2s ^ Jˆ3 ` Jˆ2 ^ rJˆ1, Jˆ3s
“ ´pρpJˆ0qpY qJˆ2 ^ Jˆ3 ` 2Jˆ2 ^ Jˆ3
“ ´2Jˆ2 ^ Jˆ3 ` 2Jˆ2 ^ Jˆ3
“ 0.
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Finally, to verify pδ2 “ 0, we can do a direct computation, but it suffices also to establish
that the dual of pδ leads, by the duality given before the statement of the proposition, to
the Lie algebroid structure on AR. But since pδ “ 0 on functions, we indeed have that the
dual anchor map is zero, and the duality formula (2.1) is simply pδpXqpξ, ηq “ Xprξ, ηsq.
The duality is then immediate from the formulae (2.2).
Remark 2.5. From the above duality, it follows that the cobracket δ of AR is given by
δpJ1q “ 0, δpJ2q “ J1 ^ J2, δpJ3q “ J1 ^ J3, δpEq “ 0, δpY q “ 2J0.
Remark 2.6. The above is in a sense dual to the case of dynamical sup2q [7] (see also
[9, Example 3.16.(4)]), where a Lie bialgebroid structure is constructed on the direct
sum bundle sup2q ‘ T R Ñ R. However, an important difference in this case is that
the cobracket does not vanish on functions, giving the Lie bialgebroid its ‘dynamical’
character.
3 A contraction Poisson groupoid
Our next goal is to integrate the Lie bialgebroids of the previous section.
Definition 3.1. A Lie groupoid consists of a groupoid whose arrow space G and object
space O are both smooth manifolds, whose source and target maps G
s
Ñ
t
O are smooth
submersions, and all of whose structure maps are smooth.
Note that
G
p2q :“ tpf, gq P G ˆ G | tpfq “ spgqu Ď G ˆ G
is a smooth submanifold by the assumptions on s and t. Hence it makes sense to ask
that the multiplication map G p2q Ñ G is smooth. A Lie groupoid with O a single point
is precisely a Lie group. A subtle point is that one does not always require G to be
Hausdorff – this can already happen when G is a bundle of Lie groups, as we will see
later.
Any Lie groupoid gives rise to a Lie algebroid by the correspondence
pO,G , s, tq ñ A “ kerpd sq|O , ρ “ d t|A.
The converse direction (Lie’s third theorem) is more complicated in the Lie algebroid
setting and not always possible in general [3].
Our Lie algebroid BR, being a direct sum of two simple Lie algebroids, is trivially
integrable, with associated Lie groupoid
BR “ RˆB ˆ R,
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where B is the Lie group
B “ t
ˆ
a 0
b a´1
˙
| a P R`, b P Cu,
and where the product is given by
px, g, yqpy, h, zq “ px, gh, zq.
Here the real Lie algebra b is identified as the Lie algebra of B by the matrix represen-
tation (1.1).
We will need to impose a compatible Poisson structure on our Lie groupoid. The fol-
lowing notion of Poisson groupoid was introduced in [11], see also [9, Definition 3.1].
Definition 3.2. A Lie groupoid G is called a Poisson groupoid if G is equipped with a
Poisson structure for which the graph
Graphpmultq “ tpf, g, hq | pf, gq P G p2q, h P G , fg “ hu
of the multiplication map mult : G p2q Ñ G is a coisotropic submanifold of G ˆ G ˆ G .
Here G means G with the opposite Poisson structure. Recall further that a submanifold
P ĎM of a Poisson manifold is called coisotropic if the Hamiltonion of a function which
disappears on P is tangent to P . Equivalently, the pairing between the conormal bundle
N˚P and TM|P , induced by the Poisson bivector, factors through TP .
A Poisson groupoid with O a single point is a Poisson-Lie group.
The infinitesimal structure associated to a Poisson groupoid will be precisely a Lie bial-
gebroid structure on the associated Lie algebroid A over O. Namely, by means of the
pullback with t we can identify C8pOq with the subalgebra t˚C8pOq Ď C8pG q of left
invariant functions, and we can identify ΓpAq with left invariant tangent vector fields
ΓlpTG q. Then the operation δ determined by the equations
δpfqpdgq “ 2tg, fu, δpXqpdf, dgq “ Xptf, guq ´ tXf, gu ´ tf,Xgu
can be shown to map t˚C8pOq and ΓlpTG q into respectively ΓlpTG q and ΓlpΛ2TG q, and
to give in effect a Lie bialgebroid, see [9, Corollary 3.10] and the discussion following it.
Denote now by Π the fundamental bivector associated to a Poisson manifold. In the
following theorem, we introduce a Poisson groupoid structure on BR. The formulas will
use the identification TbB Ď TbM2pCq –M2pCq.
Theorem 3.3. Define on BR “ RˆB ˆ R the bivector Π by
Πpx, g, yq “ Πx,ypgq,
where Πx,y is the following bivector on B:
Πx,yp
ˆ
a 0
z a´1
˙
q “
ˆ
0 0
iz 0
˙
^
ˆ´a 0
0 a´1
˙
` 1
4
pxa2 ´ ya´2q
ˆ
0 0
i 0
˙
^
ˆ
0 0
1 0
˙
.
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Then Π is a Poisson bivector turning BR into a Poisson groupoid with BR as its asso-
ciated Lie bialgebroid.
Proof. First of all, we have to verify that Π is a Poisson bivector. This is equivalent with
showing that each Πx,y is a Poisson bivector (since Π does not contain any derivations
in the x- or y-directions). It is however easy to see that upon expanding the Schouten-
Nijenhuis bracket rΠx,y,Πx,ys, all terms will vanish for trivial reasons. Hence Π is a
Poisson vector.
To verify that Π turnsBR into a Poisson groupoid, we check the conditions in [9, Theorem
3.8]. In fact, since Π vanishes on idR “ tpx, eB , xq | x P Ru Ď BR, the first ‘bitranslation
condition’ becomes the identity
Πx,zpghq “ Πx,ypgqh ` gΠy,zphq, x, y, z P R, g, h P B,
which is easily checked by a direct computation. The fact that idR is coisotropic follows
immediately from the fact that Π does not contain any derivations in the x- or y-
directions. For this same reason, the other conditions are trivially satisfied.
It remains to check that BR is the Lie bialgebroid of BR. Let pδ be the cobracket
associated to Π. Then pδpfq “ 0 for f P C8pRq follows immediately. Let us check that
pδpJˆ0q “ 2Jˆ2 ^ Jˆ3.
In fact, the left translated vector field associated to Jˆ0 is given by pJˆ0qpx,g,yq “ 2 BBy . An
easy computation then shows that, for g “
ˆ
a 0
z a´1
˙
,
rJˆ0,Πspx,g,yq “ 2a´2Jˆ2 ^ Jˆ3,
and so indeed the formula for pδpJˆ0q holds. The other values of pδ are also easily computed.
As an immediate corollary, we obtain:
Corollary 3.4. Let A,B,C be the coordinate functions of the map
px,
ˆ
a 0
z a´1
˙
, yq ÞÑ pa, z, zq.
Then the Poisson bracket satisfies
tA,Bu “ iAB, tA,Cu “ ´iAC, tB,Cu “ i
2
pxA2 ´ yA´2q,
while the bracket with any f P C8pRˆRq is zero.
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Remark 3.5. The pB,Πx,yq can be seen as a right Poisson torsor for the Poisson group
pB,Πy,yq, in that B is a right B-torsor for an action which is Poisson with respect to
the stated Poisson structures.
Let us now turn towards the integration of the dual Lie bialgebroid AR. This is a trickier
question. By general theory [5], one knows that the bundle of Lie algebras AR integrates
to a bundle of simply connected Lie groups, but this bundle will not be Hausdorff, as the
reasoning in [5, Section IV.3] shows. Moreover, the fibers will not necessarily be matrix
groups. Therefore, rather than describe a full bundle of Lie groups, we will describe a
bundle of local Lie groups integrating AR.
In the following, we denote by Arg the p´pi, piq-valued argument function on C zR´. For
a matrix m PM2pCq, we write
m “
ˆ
apmq bpmq
cpmq dpmq
˙
.
Proposition 3.6. Fix y P R, and define Gy Ď SLp2,Cq as the subspace
Gy “ t
ˆ
a b
´yb¯ a¯
˙
| |a|2 ` y|b|2 “ 1,´pi
3
ă Argpaq ă pi
3
u.
Define on G
p2q
y “ tpg, hq P Gy ˆGy | gh P Gyu the function
Ωypg, hq “ 1
y
Arg
ˆ
apghq
apgqaphq
˙
,
where
Ω0pg, hq “ Im
˜
´ bpgqbphq
apgqaphq
¸
“ lim
yÑ0
Ωypg, hq.
Then rGy “ tpr, gq | r P R, g P Gyu
becomes a local Lie group for the multiplication
pr, gq ¨ ps, hq “ pr ` s` Ωypg, hq, ghq.
Moreover, the Lie algebra of rGy is isomorphic to supyqextp2q.
Proof. We leave it as an easy exercise to the reader to verify that rGy is a local Lie group.
We only check here that it has the correct Lie algebra. In the following, the case y “ 0
is always seen as a limit y Ñ 0.
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Consider the following one-parametergroups, where y1{2 “ i|y|1{2 for y ă 0,
φ
pyq
0
ptq “ pt, I2q,
φ
pyq
1
ptq “ p0,
ˆ
eit 0
0 e´it
˙
q,
φ
pyq
2
ptq “ p0,
ˆ
cospy1{2tq y´1{2 sinpy1{2tq
´y1{2 sinpy1{2tq cospy1{2tq
˙
q
φ
pyq
3
ptq “ p0,
ˆ
cospy1{2tq iy´1{2 sinpy1{2tq
iy1{2 sinpy1{2tq cospy1{2tq
˙
q.
Then the associated tangent vectors are
J
pyq
0
“ p1, 0q, J pyq
1
“ p0,
ˆ
i 0
0 ´i
˙
q, J pyq
2
“ p0,
ˆ
0 1
´y 0
˙
q, J pyq
3
“ p0,
ˆ
0 i
iy 0
˙
q.
It is clear that J
pyq
0
is central, and that
rJ pyq
1
, J
pyq
2
s “ 2J pyq
3
, rJ pyq
3
, J
pyq
1
s “ 2J pyq
2
.
Finally, we compute
rJ pyq
2
, J
pyq
3
s “ lim
sÑ0
1
s
pφpyq
2
p´?sqφpyq
3
p´?sqφpyq
2
p?sqφpyq
3
p?sq ´ p0, I2qq
“ 2yJ pyq
1
` 2J pyq
0
.
Corollary 3.7. Consider
AR “ tpy, gq | g P rGyu Ď RˆSLp2,Cq.
Then AR is a bundle of local Lie groups with associated Lie algebroid AR.
Proof. The only thing which has to be observed is that the applications py, tq Ñ φpyqi ptq
in the previous proof are smooth. Hence infinitesimal left multiplication with respect
to these one-parameter-fields give left-invariant smooth vector fields on AR, and the
same argument as in the previous proof shows that their restrictions to R give the Lie
algebroid AR.
Finally, we give a formula for the Poisson bivector on AR. Again, we will only succeed
in giving a nice expression locally in a neighbourhood of the point p0, e rG0q, the reason
being that there does not seem to be a canonical global transversal vector field that one
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can use. More precisely, let us restrict our object manifold R to an open interval of the
form p´M,Mq for some M ą 0, and consider the restricted bundle Ap´M,Mq. Then we
can find an open neighborhood Up´M,Mq around idp´M,Mq such that the following holds:
for each y P p´M,Mq, the map
λy : U0 Ñ Uy, g “ g0 ÞÑ gy
is a diffeomorphism, where, using the notation from the proof of Proposition 3.6,
λy
´
φ
p0q
0
prqφp0q
1
psqφp0q
2
puqφp0q
3
pvq
¯
“ φpyq
0
prqφpyq
1
psqφpyq
2
puqφpyq
3
pvq.
It then follows that y ÞÑ gy is a section of Up´M,Mq for each g P U p0q Ď rGp0q, and we can
define the transversal vector field BBy in py, gyq as the tangent vector at zero to the path
t ÞÑ py ` t, gy`tq.
Theorem 3.8. The bialgebroid structure on AR integrates to a (local) Poisson groupoid
structure on the bundle Up´M,Mq by means of the Poisson bivector
Πpy, r,
ˆ
a b
´yb¯ a¯
˙
q “ 2J pyq
0
^ BBy ` J
pyq
1
^ pRepabqJ pyq
2
` ImpabqJ pyq
3
q ` |b|2J pyq
2
^ J pyq
3
.
Here we have identified su
pyq
ext
p2q as left invariant vector fields on rGy. We also recall that
J
pyq
0
“ BBr .
Proof. By general theory [10], we know that the bialgebroid structure on Ap´M,Mq will
integrate to a Poisson structure on Up´M,Mq. Let p : Up´M,Mq Ñ R be the projection
map. Then, from the discussion in [9, Section 3.2], we know that rp˚f,Πs has to be left
invariant and equal to δpfq for f P C8p´M,Mq. We can hence conclude from Remark
2.5 that
Πpy, gq “ 2 BBr ^
B
By `
rΠpy, gq,
with rΠpy, gq P Λ2Tgp rGyq. In particular, since idp´M,Mq Ď Up´M,Mq via id : y ÞÑ py, e rGyq
is coisotropic, we conclude that Πpy, e rGyq “ 2 BBr ^ BBy .
Now from the multiplicative formula [9, Theorem 3.8.(1)] for Π, we get that for g,h the
canonical sections y ÞÑ gy and y ÞÑ hy for g, h P Up´M,Mq with gh P Up´M,Mq, we have
Πpgyhyq “ gΠphyq `Πpgyqh´ gΠpy, e rGy qh.
Consider now again the one-parametergroups φ
pyq
i ptq appearing in the proof of Proposi-
tion 3.6. By definition we have that φ
pyq
i ptq “ φiptqy, where φiptq “ φp0qi ptq. This implies
that ˆ B
By
˙
|py,φ
pyq
i
psqq
¨ φiptq “ φiptq ¨
ˆ B
By
˙
|py,φ
pyq
i
psqq
“
ˆ B
By
˙
|py,φ
pyq
i
ps`tqq
.
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For these particular values, our multiplicative formula becomes
rΠpφpyqi pt` sqq “ rΠpφpyqi qptqφpyqi psq ` φpyqi ptqrΠpφpyqi psqq.
Hence we can apply the general method and formulas as in [6, Section 2.3.1] to conclude
that
rΠpy, φpyq
1
ptqq “ 0,rΠpy, φpyq
2
ptqq “ y´1{2 sinpy1{2tq cospy1{2tqJ pyq
1
^ J pyq
2
` py´1{2 sinpy1{2tqq2J pyq
2
^ J pyq
3rΠpy, φpyq
3
ptqq “ y´1{2 sinpy1{2tq cospy1{2tqJ pyq
1
^ J pyq
3
` py´1{2 sinpy1{2tqq2J pyq
2
^ J pyq
3rΠpy, φpyq
4
ptqq “ 0.
As one has
φ
pyq
0
ptqφpyq
1
psqφpyq
2
puqφpyq
3
pvq “ pφ0ptqφ1psqφ2puqφ3pvqqy
by definition as well, we obtain that one can apply the ordinary multiplicative formula
for rΠ on elements of the form φpyq
0
ptqφpyq
1
psqφpyq
2
puqφpyq
3
pvq. An easy computation then
reveals that Π has the form as in the statement of the theorem.
Corollary 3.9. Write
py, r, a, b, c, dq : Up´M,Mq Ñ C6,
ˆ
y, pr,
ˆ
a b
´yb¯ a¯
˙
q
˙
ÞÑ py, r, a, b,´b¯, a¯q.
Then we have the following Poisson brackets:
ta, bu “ iab, ta, cu “ iac, ta, du “ 2iybc, tb, cu “ 0, tb, du “ ibd, tc, du “ icd,
tr,´u “ 2 BBy , ty,´u “ ´2
B
Br .
Note however that for example the bracket tr, au “ 2BaBy does not have a particularly nice
expression.
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